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Winter 2017

President’s Message

Aloha HJJCC Members!

Time is sure flying by as it is already November and 2018 is upon us.  Since July, the 
goal of our Board of Directors has been to give our members opportunities to benefit 
from this great organization and we’ve been working extremely hard to provide 
membership, community service and YBR events thus far with much more to come.  
This organization is only as strong as its membership and we are very grateful for your 
continued support. 

As you will read in this newsletter, some of us recently returned from our 2017 Goodwill 
Tour where we strengthened the bond and friendship between our 5 sister chapters in Japan, visited multiple 
Mayors and Governors, thanked our Cherry Blossom Festival sponsors in Japan and also got to meet Princess 
Mako of the Imperial Family.  It was a very fun filled trip with many unforgettable memories and experiences 
throughout different cities of Japan.  I encourage you to visit our HJJCC Facebook page to see some of the 
experiences our group had.  If you have never been on the Goodwill Tour before, it’s something you must 
experience as a members of the HJJCC.  If you are interested or would like to know more about next year’s trip, 
please feel free to contact me anytime.  

The HJJCC has a lot in store for our membership in 2018.  Our signature event of the year, the 66th Cherry 
Blossom Festival, lead by General Chair Crystine Ito, kicks off in January and culminates in our Festival Ball 
on March 17th at the Sheraton Waikiki.  Please see the article in this newsletter for more details on upcoming 
events.  I hope you will be able to come out to support Crystine and her Steering committee who have been hard 
at work organizing and planning our upcoming Festival. 

Another big event for not only the HJJCC but for the State as a whole is the 150th Anniversary of the first 
group of organized Japanese Immigrants to arrive in Hawaii, referred to as “Gannenmono”. Organizations 
and companies throughout the State are preparing for this momentous anniversary with celebrations planned 
throughout the year.  Mark June 7th, 2018 on your calendars as the Kizuna Group, which the HJJCC is apart of, 
is planning the “150th Anniversary Ceremony and Symposium” to celebrate this historic anniversary. 

I wish all of you a safe and enjoyable holiday season and look forward to seeing everyone at future events our 
Board of Directors have planned for all of you!  If you have any suggestions or comments, please feel free to 
contact me at president@hjjcc.com.

George Takase
68th Honolulu Japanese Junior Chamber of Commerce President
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Consul General Farewell and Welcome
by George Takase

On August 22nd, Consul General Yasushi Misawa received 
his official instruction from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
for his transfer to the Embassy of Japan in Germany, which 
officially occurred at the end of September.  Consul General 
Misawa and his wife spent a little over two years in Hawaii, 
working with the local community, strengthening the 
ties between Japan and the United States and supporting 
Japanese organizations such as the HJJCC.  Next year marks 
the 150th Anniversary of the First Japanese Immigrants 
in Hawaii and Consul General Misawa spearheaded the 
local community’s involvement in this historic anniversary 
celebration.  

We are so grateful for the support Consul General Misawa 
showed to our organization and we wish him success in his 
future endeavors in Germany and around the world.  

Consul General Misawa’s successor, Consul General Koichi 
Ito, arrived in Hawaii in early October from his most recent 
posts as Consul General of Japan in Guangzhou and as 
Minister Plenipotentiary and Deputy Chief of Mission in 
the Embassy of Japan in China.  It has only been about a 
month, but he is already immersing himself into our local 
culture and community.  He’s spent time at the National 
Memorial Cemetery of the Pacific and the Japanese Cultural 
Center of Hawaii’s Okage Sama De exhibit to learn about 
the history of the Japanese Americans in our State.  We look 
forward to the upcoming years under his leadership as we 
continue to strengthen ties with Japan. 

Honolulu Japanese Junior Chamber of Commerce
P. O. Box 1105
Aiea, Hawaii 96701

Website:  www.hjjcc.com
Email:  info@hjjcc.com

Phone:  808.949.2255

Consul General Misawa

Kizuna Group

Consul General Ito Welcome gift from Kizuna Group
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Every October the Honolulu Japanese Junior Chamber of Commerce takes a group of about 20 to Japan for the 
annual 2-week Goodwill Tour.  During this trip, we travel to Kobe, Kyoto, Okayama Prefecture, Hiroshima, 
Odawara and Tokyo.  The purpose of the trip is to visit our  Cherry Blossom Festival sponsors to show 
appreciation for their continued support & visit our Sister City Chapters.  HJJCC has 5 sister city chapters:  The 
Kobe Junior Chamber (JC), Odawara JC, and lastly the Kurashiki JC, Kojima JC, and Tamashima JC, collectively 
known as the San JC.  Although an annual tour (and many of our members have been on this tour more than 
once), after we’re all back in Hawaii, everyone agrees that this trip is a “once in a lifetime experience”, a great 
opportunity to enjoy Japan’s food and culture while strengthen our bonds with our sister city Jaycees.  

This year we had 12 HJJCC members participate in the tour.  
The following are first hand accounts of their experiences.  
Enjoy their stories & photos ... hope you’ll consider joining us 
for next year!  ;)

Goodwill Tour
by Lori Higashi, VP of International Relations

Our first stop on the Goodwill Tour was the sister city 
of Kobe. Everyone was warmly welcomed at the Kansai 
Airport by the Kobe Jaycees who provided smiles and 
kawaii Mario Kart hats. On our first full day, the Kobe 
Jaycees took us to a lunch restaurant where learned how 
to make delicious akashi-yaki and then visited the Akashi 
Kaikyo Bridge (the world’s longest suspension bridge). 
Even though it was raining, the bridge was incredible and 
walking on it provided unique views of the city! We ended 
the day at Arima, a city famous for their Gold and Silver hot 
springs.  Although we only had a short time in the Arima 
town, Kobe JC’s made sure we had time to experience 
a small foot onsen where we let our feet soak & smile. 
Everyone changed into yukata in order to relax and enjoy 
lively conversation over a beautiful kaiseki dinner with 
the Kobe Jaycees. The night was topped off with a unique 
calligraphy performance and fun, interactive games!

On our second day in Kobe, we enjoyed a Sky Bus tour, on 
which we saw many famous areas and learned more about 
the fascinating history of the diverse city. Before settling in 
for the farewell dinner, we visited Meriken Park and took 
photos with the iconic “BE KOBE” sign. At dinner, we wrote 
wishes for the future for tanabata and tied them to bamboo 
branches. 

The final day in Kobe was bittersweet, with a final lunch and 
goodbyes at Shin-Kobe station. It’s always difficult to say 
goodbye to our new friends, but we look forward to hosting 
them in March!

Kobe Jaycees - October 16th to 18th
by Gina Maeda & Kristine Wada
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We arrived in Kurashiki in the afternoon of October 20th and were overwhelmed by the welcoming party from 
the San Jaycees.  The first day was hosted by the Tamashima chapter & we were taken to have yummy ramen 
and type of Chinese Vegetable Rice bowl.  After lunch, we experienced shops of two staples in Japan: Shoyu & 
Sake.  At the Tamashima Miso Shoyu Shop we were taught the process of making shoyu.  We also made our own 
labels and bottled our very own Tamashima Miso Shoyu.  At the sake shop we were re-introduced to Tamashima 
Jaycee Member Daisuke Kikuchi, 9th generation of the family business: Kikuchi Sanzen Sake Brewery.  Kikuchi-
san gave us a personal tour of their brewery and explained the multiple steps and discipline in producing sake.  
As a parting gift, we were given Sanzen Honjozo sake and a personalized label with the photo of the San Jaycee 
members meeting our Goodwill Tour party at the train station.

After checking into the hotel, the CBF Court and a few board 
members went off to visit the Kurashiki Mayor while the rest 
of the group was treated to a behind the scenes tour of Bitou, 
which is where many of the top denim brands send their 
products to be “washed”, distressed, painted, laser etched, 
or altered.  We witnessed a handful of the many processes 
in which jeans can go through for their unique and trendy 
designs.  Later in the day, we were given the opportunity to 
practice one of the techniques, sanding patterns onto fresh 
denim table mats using some of Bitou’s textured stencils.

San Jaycees (Kurashiki, Kojima, Tamashima) - October 20th to 22nd
by Kurt Nagamine, Kari Kiyota & Traci-Ann Kobayashi

Kyoto, former Imperial capital of Japan, is rich in traditional temples & shrines, gardens, imperial palaces, and 
preserved architecture to capture the history of Japan.  Many shops, dinning, and attractions provide visitors 
with the opportunity to experience the Japanese culture.  Most of the group had free time in Kyoto and set off 
to enjoy the temples/shrines (like Kiyomizudera or Kinkakuji) or scenic attractions (like Arashiyama Bamboo 
Forest/Monkey park).  

Watabe Wedding Corporation has been a key sponsor in the Cherry Blossom Festival for over 45 years.  During 
the goodwill tour they also host the Cherry Blossom Court and a few Board Members.  Part of the experience 
includes an MK Driver for a day, the group is treated to an English speaking driver and an amazing private tour 
of famous spots of Kyoto, allowing us to immerse ourselves in the culture and history the city has to offer. 

Kyoto - October 18th to 20th
by Lori Higashi
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The following day we had a chance to explore 
the beauty and nostalgia of the Bikan Historical 
area.  Although it was a little rainy, many people 
were still out and about taking advantage of 
the day to explore the shops and take in the 
picturesque scenery.  Our first stop was an Owl’s 
Forest Zoo where we were able to interact with 
a wide variety of owl species and even a couple 
of cute squirrels.  After we all had a chance 
to take pictures with the owls and touch their 
fluffy heads, we headed to Kikkodo, a former 
JC’s very successful confectionary shop.  It was 
such a fun and memorable experience to be 
able to try our hand at making Murasuzume, 
of course with the guidance and patience of the 
professionals.  From there we were given some 
free time.  Some decided to visit the Ohara 
Museum which was built in 1930 and was the first western art museum in Japan.  Another group decided to 
explore the shops in the canal area more and some of the JCs went out of their way to accompany the group and 
explain the history of the area.

After our visit through the historical town of Kurashiki, we were warmly welcomed with personal signs and 
ecstatic students from the English Club of Notre Dame Seishin Gakuen. The school molds modest and confined 
women by focusing on their motto, “make your heart pure and be charitable.” We then listened to the students’ 
stories about their visit to La Pietra and Kahuku High School. We became emotional when the girls observed 
the differences between the opportunities young women are given in the United States versus Japan. During our 
campus tour, we fed and touched salamanders in an Earth Science class. We also went to their dojo to watch 
some students perform Kyudo, which is Japanese archery. Even though the target was about 50 feet away, you 
could sense the students high level of concentration, patience, and desire for a perfect shot. From firsthand 
experience, the level of concentration is very important because there is nothing to hold the arrow onto the bow.

San Jaycees
by Kurt Nagamine, Kari Kiyota & Traci-Ann Kobayashi
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We arrived in Odawara on a nice, sunny day (finally!) after having been rained on for most of the trip. The JC 
members met us on the Shinkansen platform, and took us to the Inoue Sake Brewery, where we met a former 
Hawaii boy, George Parsons, who is training to be the 8th generation sake master.  After a tour of the brewery, 
we were able to taste three of the company’s offerings. Fresh sake is so delicious!  After a quick rest, we headed to 
the Welcome Dinner where we were warmly greeted by Odawara members and a colorful “Welcome HJJCC” tea 
light sign.  The highlight of the dinner at Kamakura Restaurant was eating nagashi somen, waterslide somen. It 
was lots of fun trying to catch the noodles before it slid past us.  Once dinner finished, we all headed to Korona 
World for a friendly bowling competition.  The night ended with ramen, gyoza, drinks and new friends!

Odawara Jaycees - October 23rd to 25th
by Mika Morigawara & Lara Karamatsu

After the visiting the San JC’s in Kurashiki/Okayama, we made our way to Hiroshima.  Hiroshima is the furthest 
south we travel on this annual trip.  Although a short visit (just one night), it’s an important visit for all members 
of the tour.  Both Cherry Blossom Court & HJJCC members each folded 1000 cranes respectively (total of 2000 
cranes) & hung them up at the Children’s Peace Monument in the Peace Memorial Park as a pledge of support 
for the desire & importance of peace worldwide.  Even for myself, the 
thought of Hiroshima is an emotional roller coaster.  However, I’m 
glad we make the time to visit because beyond the pain of the past, the 
monument and museum are significant symbols and sites advocating 
world peace for the future.

Hiroshima – October 22nd to 23rd
by Lori Higashi
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The next day, we went to Owakudani, famous for its sulfur vents, hot springs and black eggs. After enjoying a 
black egg (or two!), we visited the Hakone Geomuseum and learned how the hot springs formed. Everyone then 
took a ride down the Hakone Ropeway, an aerial tram that goes from Owakudani to Lake Aichi. The view was 
spectacular! After a short bus ride, we were greeted by the mayor of Yugawara who welcomed us and joined us 
for lunch at a delicious zarusoba shop, Momijitei. This was followed by an opportunity to hand make our own 
sweets at Mirakuan shop and then pick fresh mikan from a farm. Dinner at Kadomatsu Restaurant was a family 
affair, with everyone sharing sukiyaki with all the friends we made.  We also reconnected with the families we 
met this past May during their visit to Hawaii.  In addition to the oishii food, we enjoyed a cultural treat with a 
Joumou-no-mai dance performance.  The night continued at a member’s bar with karaoke and a friendly game of 
darts.  We then simmered down at another member’s bar with more karaoke and friendship.     

Our last day with the Odawara JCs was spent at Odawara Castle, where we went on a guided tour, walked 
through the Castle Tower and dressed up as ninja, samurai or princesses. As time with our Odawara friends was 
coming to an end, we enjoyed our last lunch, a region comfort dish, tofu katsu, before heading to Tokyo. 

Odawara Jaycees
by Mika Morigawara & Lara Karamatsu

We ended the trip in Tokyo.  Although the 
Cherry Blossom Festival Court & a few Board 
Members had a couple of sponsor & official 
visits, we also had a opportunity for some free 
time.  After a week and a half in Japan, the 
group was acclimated to Japan and had the 
chance to enjoy shopping and site-seeing in 
places like Odaiba, Shibuya, Shinjuku. 

Tokyo - October 25th to 29th
by Lori Higashi
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We’ve had a busy few months with Community Service events, and I couldn’t be prouder of the spirit that our 
HJJCC members have shown.  They showed incredible persistence while collecting donations at this year’s Cop 
on Top event at Manoa Marketplace, helping to raise $10,000 in a single weekend!  From there it was onto the 
annual Okinawan Picnic at Kapiolani park, where members worked the yakisoba booth.  This was an extremely 
rewarding experience where members got to cook the yakisoba in giant woks and the CBF Court came by to do 
the selling!

But it wasn’t all sweat equity.  Members also got cleaned up and put on their best evening wear to help out at the 
annual Queen’s Gala Benefit Dinner, a fundraiser for Queen’s Medical Center.  Members helped check in guests 
and then assisted with the auction that night.  It has been a memorable few months and the members donated 
their time to benefit our community.  We look forward to upcoming events and seeing how our efforts can 
further help the people of Hawaii. 

Community Development
by Brandon Miyagi, VP of Community Development

If you are interested in volunteering, please contact Brandon Miyagi at community.service@hjjcc.com.  If you 
should have any questions you may also call/text him at (808) 753-6239.  
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On September 28, HJJCC members and their guests descended upon 
Nocturna Lounge to learn more about Japanese culture while networking. 
In one room, attendees learned about different types of sushi and made 
temaki (hand rolls); while in a different room, others learned how to fold 
origami. With pupus and karaoke, it was a night full of laughter, friendship, 
and new experiences!

One popular Japanese legend 
holds that a person’s greatest wish 
will be granted if they fold 1,000 
paper cranes. Senbazuru is now 
also associated with the Children’s 
Peace Monument in Hiroshima, 
where millions of cranes from 
all over the world is displayed as 
a perpetual wish for peace. The 
cranes that were folded at Cultural 
Night were added to cranes 
that were made by members 
attending the annual Goodwill 
Tour to Japan, and are currently 
on display at the 
monument.

Membership Development
by Gina Maeda, VP of Membership Development

Save the date - toy drive and networking 
mixer on Thursday, December 7!
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The Young Business Roundtable (YBR) is committed to the professional and personal development of the 
members of the HJJCC. The YBR was created to form a strong interactive and influential community among 
young professionals in Honolulu, and to assist members with building the skills to excel in their respective 
professions and careers.

For the fiscal 2017 - 2018 year, the YBR is focused on 
providing members with professional development 
skills and experiences.  The Fall YBR session featured 
noted Hawaii presentation coach Pam Chambers.  For 
over 30 years, Pam has helped a wide array of clients 
— moving men, bodyguards, front-line retailers, 
entertainers, CPAs, attorneys, bankers, and CEOs.

On September 5, young professionals from the HJJCC 
and their guests gathered at the Honolulu Club to 
learn about business etiquette: the foundation of skills 
on how to properly conduct themselves in business 
settings.  The workshop provided tools on how to 
interact in the business community and come across in 
a confident, polished, and professional manner.  Pam 

went over everything needed to know about making the best impression: how to dress, go through introductions, 
make “small talk,” exchange business cards, host the business lunch, and so much more!  With the constant 
distractions of our modern lives, knowing the proper business etiquette avoids detracting from our message and 
getting things done!

Networking and building relationships is also a key component of the YBR meetings, as attendees can interact 
with each other and the speakers.  The YBR strives to enhance the professional growth and development of our 
membership. For more information on YBR, please contact ybrhawaii@hjjcc.com. 

Young Business Roundtable
by Chris Anjo, Young Business Roundtable Chairperson
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Happy Birthdays!

Honolulu Japanese Junior Chamber of Commerce
P. O. Box 1105
Aiea, Hawaii 96701

Website:  www.hjjcc.com
Email:  info@hjjcc.com

Phone:  808.949.2255

October
Sydette Higuchi

Brittney Kawahara
Kenneth Kim
Neil Kuioka
Kim Takata

Myles Yamamoto
Trisha Yamato

November
Nelson Dow
Cody Kim

Julie Kiwada
Traci-Ann Kobayashi

Mika Morigawara
Mariel Moriwake

Crysta Okabe
Kraig Otani

Jason Sugibayashi

December
Kara Iwasaki

Bobby Kargula
Eryn Kawamoto

Brent Kitsu
Jolyne Kurihara

Chris Kwock
Daniel Lam
Gina Maeda

Scott Matsuda
Christopher Nakamura

Chelsea Okamoto
Wes Okazaki
Leighton Ota
Reiko Suzuki

The Cherry Blossom Festival (CBF) is the longest, continuously running ethnic festival in the State of Hawai‘i, 
giving young women of Japanese ancestry the opportunity to strengthen their bond with their Japanese culture, 
grow themselves both personally and professionally, and create lifelong friendships and wonderful memories.  

The theme for this year’s festival is “Inspire.”

Our 15 Queen Contestants have been selected and have been participating in cultural classes, along with 
personal and professional development training in preparation for the 66th CBF Festival Ball, where the 66th 
CBF Queen and Court will be selected.  Our Steering Committee, comprised of HJJCC members and friends of 
the festival, has been hard at work planning the festivities and are looking forward to another memorable and 
inspiring year.

Here is a tentative schedule for this year’s 66th CBF!  We look forward to seeing our HJJCC members at our CBF 
events!

66th Cherry Blossom Festival
by Crystine Ito, General Chair - 66th Cherry Blossom Festival

Tentative 2018 Schedule

Opening Ceremonies at JCCH NYOF – January 14
Kahala Mall Public Appearance – January 20

Windward Mall Public Appearance – January 27
Pearlridge Centers Public Appearance – February 3

Contestant Reception at Rumours – February 10
Ala Moana Center Public Appearance – February 17

Golf Tournament at Pearl County Club – February 23
Ka Makana Ali’I Public Appearance – February 24

Festival Ball at Sheraton Waikiki – March 17


